
BESPOKE PLASTIC



BESPOKE PLASTIC
We will work with you to design your own product

EMBOSSING, DEBOSSING, ETCHING & 
SURFACE TEXTURING
Details such as logos or other artwork can be 
applied to your bespoke pot. We use a variety of 
depth & texture to make your brand stand out on 
shelf in place of a secondary label.

COLOUR & TINT
Any colour or tint can be applied to match your 
branding & is added before production,this can 
also be applied for large quantities of our off-the-
shelf products.

SEALING 
Bespoke products can be designed to have 
a sealing solution that fits your machinery, 
from heat sealing, screw top to tamper evident 
sealing. A few of our off-the-shelf products 
can be adjusted during production from lip to a 
SP400 screw or press on hinge-guard/Jaycap 
filament if needed.

MATERIAL SELECTION
Material selection and use of additives can 
achieve higher barrier properties to protect and 
improve shelf life or allow products, including 
PET, to be hot filled at 80oC.

CLOSURES, LIDS, POURERS & SPOUTS
Perhaps the quickest way we can get you 
bespoke packaging is by using one of our off-the-
shelf pots and creating a bespoke lid with your 
logo or artwork embossed on it or unique pourers 
or spouts. Closure designs options to compliment 
our glass products.

PLASTICS PACKAGING TAX-FRIENDLY 
PRODUCTS
Our rPET packaging includes 30% recycled 
material, making them PPT exempt.
We can also offer light weighted PP products, 
reducing the weight and therefore both cost and 
tax liability of the packaging.
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